
Renovation School building Sandgruben, Basel

The Secondary School Sandgruben I was built by Schneider &

Gürtler in 1951 andwas added to the city’s Monument Protection

Inventory in 2011 as an example of post-war school architecture.

With this larger renovation, the first since the 1980s, the old buil-

ding was to be combined with the recently realised Secondary

School Sandgruben (Stücheli Architekten, 2016) to establish a new

site for secondary education. In addition to a radical retrofitting of

the construction, the building’s future role as a solely special needs

school required certain structural and design adjustments. Based

on a status analysis, it was decided to work from the premise of

maintaining the original materials to the greatest extent possible,

and reconstructing or recreating where necessary. A particular

challenge was the earthquake retrofitting, namely for the charac-

teristic staircase windows: 10 m high and exclusively reinforced

with delicate cement offshoots.

In the interior, classrooms, school kitchens and toilet facilities were

reorganised for good orientation and visibility, and a lift was

installed. Research was conducted to reconstruct the original

colour scheme, and destroyed parquet flooring in the music room

was recreated using archive photos. The roof and underground

ceilings were equippedwith thermal insulation. Thanks to the high

proportion ofwindows, the installation of triple glazing was

otherwise sufficient, allowing the original scraped stucco to be

maintained.

Type of commission: competition
Client: Kanton Basel-Stadt
Location: Schwarzwaldallee 161, 4058 Basel
Budget in CHF (BKP 2): 8.3 Mio.
SIA 102: 58%
Gross area: 5 250 m2

Room arrangement: 8 classrooms, 2 home economics studios, 2
workshops, 2 textile workshops, 1 nature and technology space,
music room, staff room, caretaker room
Planning phase: September 2015—March 2016
Construction phase: March 2016—October 2017

Architecture: Stücheli Architekten, Zurich
General management: Andreas Akeret Baumanagement, Bern
Structural engineer: Gruner Lüem, Basel
HVAC engineering: Beag Engineering, Winterthur
Electrical engineering: Enelco, Basel
Building physics: Gruner, Basel

Images: schoolyard with renovated building, classroom with group room, music room with
reconstructed parquet and listed fresco (Charles Hindenlang, 1952), stairs
Plans: 2nd floor with staff room and utility room, longitudinal section


